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easescreen: Pioneering Partnership with Sharp NEC's 2nd Generation 
MultiSync® ME Series 

easescreen proudly announces its collaboration as the first Sharp NEC CMS Partner compatible 
with the new Android platform. This groundbreaking partnership marks an exciting development 
for both companies. 
 

The 2nd Generation MultiSync® ME Series marries robustness with elegance, offering a sleek and 
modern design that seamlessly integrates into diverse applications and environments. With an 
Android 13 CTS-compliant Operating System, the 2nd Generation MultiSync® ME Series introduces 
the latest features and security measures, empowering signage applications and ensuring 
compatibility with CMS partners like easescreen. Sharp NEC's dedication to delivering value without 
compromising on quality and sustainability aligns with the ethos of easescreen, creating a synergy 
that elevates digital signage performance. 

 

The newly conformed compatibility between easescreen and Sharp NEC’s 2nd Generation MultiSync® 
ME Series ensures a seamless integration, providing users with a powerful and cohesive digital 
signage solution: businesses can enjoy the flexibility of easescreen's content management coupled 
with the 2nd Generation MultiSync® ME Series' modern design, offering a dynamic and adaptable 
platform. The integration of easescreen and Sharp NEC also guarantees robust security features, 
reliable performance, and a future-proof solution for businesses seeking a competitive edge. 

 

"We are thrilled to support any signage project with easescreen, as it stands as one of the first CMS 
Partners that has fully integrated with our new 2nd Generation MultiSync® ME Series. The 
combination of this powerful CMS system and our well-engineered displays offers a highly valuable 
solution to the signage market.", says Nils Karsten, Business Segment Lead Retail. Peter Feldbaumer, 
CTO of easescreen, also expresses enthusiasm for the collaboration with Sharp NEC: "Sharp NEC has 
an exceptional technical team that supported us during implementation, making it a pleasure to 
work with them. We recognized the 2nd Generation MultiSync® ME Series as being of high quality 
right from the beginning of the development process, encompassing both hardware and firmware." 

 

 


